Dploy Solutions
Business Analytics
Know what really
drives your business
Put the power of analytics to work
in your business
Integrate and warehouse all data that
impacts business performance
• KPIs
• Financial data
• HR data
• Other data from internal and external sources
(ERP, CRM, QMS, factory floor data, etc.)

Analyze relationships between KPIs and
other business factors
• Learn what drives KPIs
• See relationships between KPIs, financial
performance, HR data, and more

Manage insights
• Users receive job-specific insights on a
customized, intuitive user interface
• Perform customized analytical scenarios
• View data in meaningful ways
• Make informed decisions that drive business
forward

Track business actions taken based on
those insights
• Create and manage action plans
• Set alerts and detect anomalies

Go beyond knowing what’s happening in
your business. Get down to the details of why.
By incorporating embedded analytics, the Dploy Solutions suite of
Business Process Management (BPM) software takes business insight to a
whole new level. Business leaders not only see what’s happening in their
business, they now have access to the information they need to understand
why it’s happening and what they can do to address performance problems
or build on performance successes.
Using drill down analysis capabilities, you can understand the specific factors
related to a business hit or miss. You can visualize the relationships between
those factors and your KPIs. And you can see how KPIs, production data,
and other business metrics—such as financial performance and human
resources—interconnect. With this deeper level of knowledge about how and
why your business runs the way it does, you’ll be positioned to more quickly
identify and resolve performance problems and optimize wins, giving your
business the edge it needs to compete at a higher level.

Embrace the future of business intelligence today.
The diagnostic analytics capabilities embedded in Dploy Solutions—the
ability to understand the whys behind the what—is the first step toward
the next generation of business intelligence. These features can help your
business set the stage for predictive and prescriptive insights that can help
optimize strategic business decisions and, eventually, pave the way to
machine learning and AI.

Key Features
Adding embedded analytics capabilities to your Dploy Solutions software makes critical business insight available to decisions makers and
employees all across your organization. With this information, the organization becomes smarter, faster, and more in tune with its performance
story. And your people are able to take the necessary actions to drive increased and sustained levels of performance success.

EASY-TO-USE DATA ANALYTICS ENGINE FOR BUSINESS USERS

No longer are analytics the exclusive domain of data
scientists. The embedded analytics capabilities in Dploy
Solutions make it possible for employees at all levels to take
advantage of the power of deep business insight. Thanks to
an intuitive, customizable user interface, people in different
roles throughout the organization can see the data and
relationships that impact their everyday processes, workflows,
and business issues. They can make smarter decisions, act
faster, and contribute to improvements that advance the
business’ overall performance goals.

ANALYTICS AND INSIGHTS BEYOND YOUR DASHBOARD

Seeing what’s happening in your business is essential to success.
But knowing why it’s happening is a game changer. Users can drill
down into the various factors the drive KPIs or other business
metrics to see how those factors contribute to hits and misses.
Once employees understand the root causes behind performance
issues, they can use Dploy Solutions’ capabilities to create and
track action plans for resolving problems or leveraging successes.
Your team can set alerts to detect anomalies and create advance
notice of potential future performance issues, so employees can
take action and resolve issues before another critical miss occurs.

EXTERNAL BUSINESS METRICS

With the embedded analytics features in Dploy Solutions,
it’s possible to understand the relationships between
KPIs and other critical areas of the business. You can see
what’s driving your organization’s financial results and
how KPI progress affects the top and bottom lines. This
extended visibility opens up new windows into uncovered
opportunities that can drive further process improvements
and unprecedented business growth.

Services

Getting Started with Embedded Analytics
Technological advances are making it easier than ever for people at all level of the business to better understand and contribute to higher levels
of operational and organizational performance. The experts at Dploy Solutions can partner with you to seamlessly integrate and leverage these
capabilities and put them to work in ways that will best support your specific business goals.

Data Integration
Dploy Solutions consultants will work with your business leaders to identify the specific data you need and
determine where it exits. Whether housed internally or externally, our technical team determines the optimal ways
to integrate the data you need from various sources, and filter out the data you don’t. Employees at all levels can
stay focused on what they need to succeed in their roles and contribute to overall business performance.

Data Warehousing
The embedded analytics capabilities are configured to host data from all of your critical business systems in a
central repository. This makes it easy and seamless to aggregate, manage, and analyze the various data you need
to optimize your business performance. From one central spot, users can drag and drop data to enable analysis
and show the relationships between factors.

Analytics and Visualization Design Services
The team at Dploy Solutions delivers both the operational know-how and the technical and analytics expertise to
design the optimal analytics solution for your business. Dploy Solutions consultants and data experts work with
stakeholders and users at various levels to determine specific data visualization needs for individual jobs functions,
roles, and scenarios. We help you define the insights you’re looking to uncover. And then we design the analytics
engine and dashboards to perform the needed analytical scenarios and deliver information in meaningful ways.

Whether supporting your internal data scientists or serving as your data team, our services are flexible enough to uniquely fit your needs. At Dploy
Solutions, our goal is to ensure businesses of all sizes can benefit from the power of today’s analytics solutions to understand the impact of various
factors on business performance.

STRATEGY DEPLOYMENT
Achieve breakthrough objectives faster with strategy
execution tools.
The ability to connect people at all levels to the company’s overall mission is
the fastest way to strategic success. Our Strategy Deployment software aligns
the daily efforts of everyone in your organization to your long-term business
strategy. With Dploy Solutions, you create a culture where everyone actively
strives for process improvements, creating sustainable value for the business.

KPI MANAGEMENT

About Dploy Solutions
Dploy Solutions, offered by TBM Consulting
Group, is a modular, cloud-based suite of operational
excellence capabilities designed to enable effective
operations management. The Dploy Solutions suite
automates process rigor for strategy deployment, KPI
management, and project management to help you
achieve sustainable performance improvements of up
to 15%. Dploy Solutions is perfect for organizations
that need to manage complex, large footprint
operations and can be used in manufacturing,
distribution, or service organizations.

Measure what matters.
The health of your business depends on everyone focusing on the
organization’s critical key performance indicators and meeting goals tied
to those KPIs. With the Dploy Solutions KPI Management software,
the entire team uses robust tools for KPI tracking, identifying missed
targets, and taking appropriate actions to stay on track every shift, every
hour. Everyone is accountable for driving measurable results daily and,
ultimately, winning the year.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

About Sisense
Dploy Solutions partners with the pioneers in
embedded analytics technology, Sisense, to help
companies stay on track with critical performance
metrics and the overall health of their business. The
Sisense analytics platform creates insights that are
accessible to everyone, everywhere, regardless of
technical and data expertise. Through the Sisense
partnership, Dploy Solutions makes it possible for
your business to leverage the power of analytics to take
business performance to an entirely new level.

Drive rapid and continuous improvement.
Creating real-time visibility into key continuous improvement initiatives
helps you reach strategic goals faster. Getting the job done starts with a
Project Management software that empowers people to effectively complete
projects on time, while keeping them connected to the KPI metrics that
enable overall operational goals. Everyone keeps an eye on the end goal,
and people know what to do, and when to do it, to ensure project success.

Request a Demonstration
Call us at 800.438.5535

Dploy Solutions is a suite of technology solutions offered by TBM Consulting Group who brings 25+ years of experience with Operational Excellence
and a proven track record building management systems that drive sustainable business performance. We offer implementation and consulting services to
ensure a wide range of integration support, including management system design and implementation, data integration, setup and tracking hierarchy.
Our goal is to provide the best customer experience possible. Learn more about TBM Consulting Group at tbmcg.com
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